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Welcome
Welcome to the PILnet Global Forum, welcome to PILnet’s 20th anniversary, and welcome back to Budapest, where we started.

In 2017, the Forum opens its doors wide to global efforts in pro bono and public interest law. We hope that this superlative gathering—fired by collaboration, curiosity and learning—will serve to connect you with the best from abroad, and draw attention to courageous efforts right here in Hungary.

But first, a 20th anniversary pause to turn to what brought you, us, and the support of the global legal community to a twenty-year strong foundation: our PILnet team, sung and unsung. They take a cold call coming in from Paraguay, apply the expertise of a PILnet Fellow, and add your firm, NGO, or clinic as a resource to solve the problem. They match their expertise with elbow grease, find venues and reserve rooms, giving up nights and weekend hours. The petty cash gets balanced; they write and write and write, collate reports, and order folders—all as they adapt that idea that worked so well in Almaty and make it better for Lagos.

They mirror the aims of this network. Their intellectual and geographic diversity spur fresh challenges to conventional wisdom, and their connections to advocates like you lead to civil society resources that benefit us all. Real people are our strength, real people make our network work.

In an era where the voice of civil society is being silenced, we are on the ground with our nonprofit and private sector partners to devise solutions that can mean the difference between an NGO fighting against systemic educational discrimination and having its operations shut down. This is our calling. Let’s start the next twenty years right now, answering that call, together.

The PILnet Global Forum in Budapest is the fitting place to do just that. This is the event to discover how video can be used as evidence in the MENA region, learn more about the blossoming pro bono networks in Africa, and plug into trends from across Asia. Here, you will have the opportunity to dissect our and others’ mistakes and incorporate that wisdom into your own planning. Sharpen your negotiation skills, connect at the Global Café, and apply yourself to matters that need your attention now. Today.

It is with sincere enthusiasm and pride, therefore, that we personally welcome you to PILnet’s Global Forum in Budapest. Alongside the PILnet team, we are there with you, energized and ready to build a more resilient civil society.

Suzanne Turner and Heng-Pin “Ping” Kiang
PILnet Board Co-Chairs
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About PILnet

PILnet is a global non-profit organization that connects the legal profession around the world to ensure that law serves the interests of all. PILnet works to engage, empower, and enable those who use law to represent the public interest. With offices in Beijing, Budapest, London, Hong Kong, Moscow, and New York, and with the support of partner law firms and civil society organizations, PILnet asserts the right and responsibility of lawyers everywhere to stand up for the public interest.

Over the past 20 years, PILnet has developed a network that spans the public and private sides of the profession. Through strategic convenings, trainings, and engagements, PILnet bridges divisions to ensure that the full range of legal expertise and tools are mobilized to manage risks that threaten the public interest. In doing so, PILnet seeks to unlock law’s full potential to protect interests equally and to work for all, especially the most vulnerable.
PILnet’s 2017 Annual Fund Supporters

PILnet extends its deepest appreciation to the law firms and corporations that make its work possible through their generous support.
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PILnet’s Achievements

In the two decades since PILnet opened its doors, as “The Public Interest Law Initiative in Transitional Societies,” we have advanced a potent movement that weaves together public interest advocates across the globe. We have evolved, but our founding mission remains as germane today as when we took on our first matter, welcomed our first fellow, and held our first forum: to promote the use of law as a tool to serve the interests of the whole of society rather than the powerful few. This underlying spirit fuels our projects to this day. It is infused in all the work we do, including these 2017 highlights.

PILnet’s Fellows Program has always been a pillar of our organization. We have welcomed over 140 human rights advocates, enabling them to learn from the best in the legal world, expand their professional networks, and use this experience to work more effectively in their home countries. That they have. PILnet Fellows lead social movements and advance human rights from China to Brazil, Russia to Nigeria, and Hungary to Egypt. This spring saw the launch of our redesigned Fellows Program, allowing five top-notch young public interest lawyers to train and work closely alongside PILnet staff. As PILnet grows and refines its mission, we continue to learn together by building a new kind of public interest law movement, and preparing a new generation of legal leaders to change the way advocacy is done.

As with the Fellows Program, PILnet strives to create, refresh, and adapt advocacy tools to the changing needs of civil society. PILnet’s Middle East & North Africa Program is developing tools for sharper litigation in the region. Partnering with WITNESS and a major international law firm, it has produced a seminal English and Arabic guide to using video as evidence in justice and accountability that is being launched at this Forum.

Practical and often pathbreaking legal research is a PILnet hallmark. In Hong Kong, we have kindled a pro bono movement that is already helping to direct pro bono services to those most in need. In partnership with DLA Piper, PILnet exhaustively researched the gaps in legal services there, resulting in the launch of a report, THIS WAY—Finding Community Legal Assistance in Hong Kong in May 2017.

Indeed, this priority—opening the gates of justice to people most in need—is at the foundation of our pro bono programs.

In Hungary, children have long been excluded from the justice system. PILnet 2007 Fellow, Szilvia Gyurkó, made great strides in 2017 to change that, when she introduced a dedicated child-rights clearinghouse, the Hintalovon Foundation. PILnet secured the long-term support of four leading international law firms who will deliver fast-response legal assistance, advise on procedural rules, and provide legal analysis in sexual exploitation cases.

Helping the trans community assert their rights has been at the heart of several PILnet brokered collaborations this year. We partnered with Transgender Europe and White & Case on a “Claim
Your Rights” guide, due to be published later this year, and pulled together a pan-European pool of law firms to provide local analysis of law concerning trans-related health insurance coverage.

Our support for trans rights spans continents. In China, where PILnet has nurtured a growing pro bono movement, our partners aided in a standout victory: an employment discrimination lawsuit was filed on behalf of a transgendered man—the first such case ever accepted by a Chinese court.

The fight for environmental justice calls for bold approaches and courageous advocates. Client Earth checks all boxes, and when they sought extra support to challenge the European Commission’s provision of permits for the use of chemical substances, PILnet was on hand to connect them with the right representation. Their case before the General Court of the EU is due to be heard in early 2018.

As we cultivate connections and supply aid to action, we continue to introduce the power of pro bono to ripe new environments. PILnet has actively helped to distill the pro bono interests of lawyers in former republics of the Soviet Union, and aims to bridge formerly disparate public interest law efforts across the region.

While all of our pro bono programs endeavor to support nonprofit efforts in defense of human rights, there is one issue—the epidemic of shrinking civil society space—that is definitive. During this past year, NGOs have struggled against a more onerous and hostile regulatory environment. It is a global trend: The enthusiastic embrace of democracy of the 1990s is being eclipsed by a sense of disenfranchisement and rejection of the rule of law. But PILnet began in the wake of repression, and is, with you, here to see us through the present environment. This is why we do this work.

Khadija, of the Cooperative des Tisseuses d’Ain Leuh in Morocco, works at her loom. The cooperative is formed by women who joined together as an answer to their economic struggle.

PHOTO CREDIT: Laura McAdams
Ewakari explains what it means to be part of the “uterine prolapse network,” an initiative of the Women’s Reproductive Rights Program in Nepal.
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The Forum Host Committee

The Forum Host Committee is a group of local lawyers, NGO leaders, academics, and business people that provide guidance and expertise to help make PILnet’s Global Forum a success.
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Welcome from the Forum Host Committee

On behalf of the Forum Host Committee, it is our privilege to welcome you to Budapest for the 2017 PILnet Global Forum.

We have little doubt that you will enjoy your time here, at an unparalleled convening of pro bono and public interest advocates, in our city where classical grandeur stands as a backdrop for a vibrant, urban culture.

Hungarian lawyers have a distinguished history of providing free, selfless legal services for good causes. We proffer that, indeed, pro bono projects are the best part of being a lawyer. For two decades solid, the Hungarian legal profession has worked hand-in-hand with PILnet to connect the best resources of our profession with NGOs that can amplify our work and bring it to the neighbourhoods, streets, and homes of our shared communities. Members of the bar regularly go beyond expectations to donate their know-how, in recognition of the privilege that our vocation bestows. Having been among the first legal communities to embrace a culture of pro bono in Central and Eastern Europe, we are committed to a future of the same and better.

Our time and expertise has always been in high demand, and we have stood to meet that call, but the vulnerable among us still need our help. The past decade has seen challenges to academic freedom, media freedom, access to information, the right to property, and judicial independence in many jurisdictions. The marginalization of already disadvantaged populations is at risk of becoming the new norm across the world. We charge ourselves, then, to apply our legal skills to projects that strengthen civil society and make for healthy democratic institutions. As lawyers and individuals, we espouse the principles of equality, the rule of law, social solidarity and, above all, justice.

We look forward to meeting each of you at the Forum, and taking the time to share interests, successes, questions, and plans. Like you, we remain open to new ideas, and envisage that connections made at the 2017 Global Forum in Budapest will serve as the catalyst to turn those theories into action.

With our sincere and enthusiastic welcome,

Christopher Noblet | Partner of Partos & Noblet in co-operation with Hogan Lovells International
Balázs Sahin-Tóth | Counsel of Lengyel Allen & Overy Law Office

On behalf of the 2017 Forum Host Committee
PRO BONO HANDBOOK

A guide to establishing a pro bono program at your law firm.

Designed to help your law firm implement an efficient and effective pro bono program with far-reaching impact.
ABOUT THIS PICTURE

Syrian activist Mustafa Karali captured this shot of a young Syrian advocate, displaced by the war, working from his laptop, warming under a blanket. Karali—trained by WITNESS, a leader in the global movement using video to effect positive human rights change—worked with the late journalist James Foley, a reporter who was deeply invested in promoting the work of activists, spotted the need for training and pushed to make it happen. As Foley’s translator and mentee, Karali began to develop mastery of photography as an art form and visual voice. Today, Karali produces images set in his Syrian homeland.

Learn more through the newly published collaboration from WITNESS and PILnet, VIDEO AS EVIDENCE in the Middle East & North Africa.
General Information

Conference Venue  
Sofitel Chain Bridge  
Széchenyi István tér 2 | 1051 Budapest  
Telephone: +36 1 235 1234

Social Events

• Tuesday, 17 October | 18:30–20:00  
  Global Forum Welcome Reception & Launch of OSJI’s Strategic Litigation Impacts Reports  
  Central European University | Nádor utca 13, 1051 Budapest | Telephone: +36 1 327 3000

• Tuesday, 17 October | 20:00–21:30  
  Screening of ALL RISE  
  Central European University | Nádor utca 15, 1051 Budapest | Telephone: +36 1 327 3000

• Wednesday, 18 October | 19:00–21:00  
  PILnet’s 20th Anniversary & Global Pro Bono Awards Dinner  
  Kiosk Budapest | Március 15. tér 4, 1056 Budapest | Telephone: +36 70 311 1969

• Wednesday, 18 October | 21:00–23:00  
  Post-Awards Concert featuring Parno Graszt  
  TEREM | Piarista köz 2, 1052 Budapest | Telephone: +36 70 311 1969

• Thursday, 19 October | 15:45–16:30  
  Wine Reception  
  Sofitel Chain Bridge | Széchenyi István tér 2, 1051 Budapest | Telephone: +36 1 235 1234

Twitter
Conference participants are encouraged to tweet, using the hashtag #ProBonoForum. The Chatham House rule applies.

Certificate of Attendance
To receive a certificate of attendance, email Gyöngyvér Papp at gypapp@pilnet.org

Security
For security purposes, delegates are requested to wear their name badges at all times during the conference.

Internet Access at Sofitel
Network: PILnet Forum  
Password: 2017
Map

1. Knight Bird & Bird Iroda
   Szabadság tér 14, 1054 Budapest

2. Central European University
   Nádor utca 13, 1051 Budapest
   Nádor utca 15, Room 106, 1051 Budapest

3. CMS Cameron McKenna Nabarro Olswang LLP
   Károlyi utca 12, 1053 Budapest

   Dorottya utca 6, 1051 Budapest

5. Open Society Archives
   Arany János utca 32, 1051 Budapest

6. Open Society Institute–Budapest
   Molnár utca 19, 1056 Budapest

Kiosk Budapest
   Március 15. tér 4, 1056 Budapest

TEREM
   Piarista köz 2, 1052 Budapest
## Forum Program Overview

### Monday, 16 October

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:00–13:00</td>
<td>Global Meeting of Pro Bono Clearinghouses</td>
<td>CMS Cameron McKenna Nabarro Olswang LLP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00–13:00</td>
<td>Global Meeting of Pro Bono Professionals</td>
<td>Open Society Institute–Budapest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:00–17:00</td>
<td>Joint Global Meeting of Clearinghouses and Pro Bono Professionals</td>
<td>Open Society Institute–Budapest</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Tuesday, 17 October

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9:00–16:00</td>
<td>In Just Societies Law Works for All: Exploring New Areas for Public-Private Collaboration PILnet Strategic Convening—By invitation only</td>
<td>Central European University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00–12:30</td>
<td>What Works and What Doesn’t? Workshop on Pro Bono and Advocacy Efforts in Eurasia Workshop</td>
<td>Open Society Archives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00–11:30</td>
<td>What Are the Impacts of Strategic Human Rights Litigation? Panel Discussion hosted by the Open Society Justice Initiative</td>
<td>Open Society Institute–Budapest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00–12:45</td>
<td>The Use of Video as Evidence in Human Rights Cases: Lessons Learned from the Middle East &amp; North Africa Panel Discussion</td>
<td>Open Society Institute–Budapest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:00–16:00</td>
<td>Legal Empowerment &amp; Community Lawyering Training</td>
<td>Open Society Institute–Budapest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:00–17:00</td>
<td>Pro Bono in Asia Roundtable Discussion—By invitation only</td>
<td>CMS Cameron McKenna Nabarro Olswang LLP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:00–17:00</td>
<td>The New EU General Data Protection Regulation: Is Your NGO Prepared? Training</td>
<td>Knight Bird &amp; Bird Iroda</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Tuesday, 17 October (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 18:30–20:00     | Welcome Reception & Launch of the Open Society Justice Initiative’s Strategic Litigation Reports  
|                 | **Location**: Central European University | Nádor utca 13                                                                     |
| 20:00–21:30     | Screening of ALL RISE  
|                 | **Location**: Central European University | Nádor utca 15                                                                     |

### Wednesday, 18 October

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 8:15–9:00       | Registration & Coffee  
|                 | **Location**: Sofitel Chain Bridge                                                                                      |
| 9:00–11:00      | Opening Plenary  
|                 | **Keynote**: Ballroom                                                                                           |
| 11:00–11:30     | Coffee Break                                                                                                        |
| 11:30–12:15     | Pro Bono in Hungary  
|                 | **Panel Discussion**: Ballroom A                                                                                           |
|                 | Managing Risk Like a Corporate Counsel  
|                 | **Panel Discussion**: Ballroom B                                                                                           |
|                 | Make Your Pro Bono Needs-Driven  
|                 | **Training**: Vaszary                                                                                           |
|                 | Holding Countries Accountable for Violations of Human Rights Before the UN Treaty Monitoring Bodies  
|                 | **Training**: Bellevue II & III                                                                                           |
| 12:15–12:30     | Short Break                                                                                                         |
| 12:30–13:15     | Global Pro Bono, Locally Grown  
|                 | **Mini-Spark Talks**: Ballroom A                                                                                           |
|                 | Trends in Public Interest Lawyering in Asia  
|                 | **Panel Discussion**: Ballroom B                                                                                           |
|                 | Freedom of Expression  
|                 | **Panel Discussion**: Vaszary                                                                                           |
|                 | Business & Human Rights Negotiation Skills Training I  
|                 | **Training**: Bellevue II & III                                                                                           |
| 13:15–14:00     | Lunch                                                                                                              |
| 14:00–15:00     | Global Pro Bono Café  
<p>|                 | <strong>• Europe &amp; Central Asia</strong>                                                                                           |
|                 | <strong>• Asia-Pacific</strong>                                                                                                  |
|                 | <strong>• Americas &amp; Africa</strong>                                                                                               |
|                 | <strong>Demo Room: Pro Bono Tech</strong>: Bellevue II &amp; III                                                                       |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15:00–16:15</td>
<td><strong>Business &amp; Human Rights Negotiation Training II</strong> Training</td>
<td>Ballroom A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Civil Society Crackdown: The Ripple Effects and What We Can Do about Them</strong> Roundtable Discussion</td>
<td>Ballroom B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Multi-stakeholder Partnerships to Support Victims of Trafficking</strong> Workshop</td>
<td>Vaszary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Legal Empowerment for Refugee Entrepreneurs in Europe</strong> Workshop</td>
<td>Bellevue II &amp; III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16:15–16:45</td>
<td>Coffee Break</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16:45–17:30</td>
<td><strong>Global Partnerships with NGOs and IGOs</strong> Workshop</td>
<td>Ballroom A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Measuring Progress Towards the Sustainable Development Goals</strong> Panel Discussion</td>
<td>Ballroom B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Is There a Business Case For Mandatory Pro Bono?</strong> Panel Discussion</td>
<td>Vaszary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>My Greatest Failure</strong> Mini-Spark Talks</td>
<td>Bellevue II &amp; III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19:00–21:00</td>
<td><strong>PILnet’s 20th Anniversary &amp; Global Pro Bono Awards Dinner</strong></td>
<td>Kiosk Budapest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21:00–23:00</td>
<td><strong>Post-Awards Concert featuring Parno Graszt</strong></td>
<td>TEREM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Thursday, 19 October**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9:00–9:30</td>
<td><strong>Registration &amp; Coffee</strong> Location: Sofitel Chain Bridge</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30–10:30</td>
<td><strong>Opening Plenary</strong> Keynote &amp; Spark Talks</td>
<td>Ballroom A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30–11:00</td>
<td>Coffee Break</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00–11:45</td>
<td><strong>Pro Bono and Marriage Equality in the Asia-Pacific Region</strong> Panel Discussion</td>
<td>Ballroom A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>“There is no pro bono here” Panel Discussion</strong></td>
<td>Ballroom B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Thursday, 19 October (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11:45–12:00</td>
<td>Short Break</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00–13:00</td>
<td>Being an Intrapreneur Panel Discussion</td>
<td>Ballroom A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Strategic Cross-Border Approaches to Pro Bono in Africa for Maximum Impact</td>
<td>Ballroom B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rapid Response Lawyering for Refugees in Times of Crisis Workshop</td>
<td>Vaszary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pro Bono Plus Panel Discussion</td>
<td>Bellevue II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:00–14:00</td>
<td>Lunch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:00–15:00</td>
<td>260 Cases of Displaced Persons That Need Your Attention Now Workshop</td>
<td>Ballroom A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pro Bono, Rule of Law and International Development Panel Discussion</td>
<td>Ballroom B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Strengthening Civil Society to Campaign for Change Training</td>
<td>Vaszary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Free Meeting Space</td>
<td>Bellevue II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:00–15:45</td>
<td>Closing Plenary</td>
<td>Ballroom A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:45–16:30</td>
<td>Wine Reception</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Location:</strong> Sofitel Chain Bridge</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Friday, 20 October

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:30–17:30</td>
<td><strong>Master Course for Clinical Legal Educators Workshop</strong></td>
<td>Hegymegi-Barakonyi és Társa Baker &amp; McKenzie Law Office</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
September 2017. Rohingya refugees from Rakhine State, Myanmar, arrive in Bangladesh. Rohingya are thought to be one of the most persecuted populations in the world. Due to ongoing violence and severely restricted rights in Myanmar, thousands of Rohingya have fled to neighboring countries over the past year. In Southeast Asia, particularly, human traffickers often prey upon their vulnerability.
Monday, 16 October

10:00–13:00 Global Meeting of Pro Bono Clearinghouses
The annual global meeting of pro bono clearinghouses offers a chance to exchange ideas, progress and insight with your peers from around the world.

**Location:** CMS Cameron McKenna Nabarro Olswang LLP
Dorottya utca 6, 1051 Budapest

10:00–13:00 Global Meeting of Pro Bono Professionals
PILnet, in partnership with the UK Collaborative Plan for Pro Bono and the Association of Pro Bono Counsel, will convene a global meeting of law firm pro bono professionals, providing peer-to-peer insight and support.

**Location:** Open Society Institute–Budapest
Molnár utca 19, Room 106, 1056 Budapest

14:00–17:00 Joint Global Meeting of Clearinghouses and Pro Bono Professionals
In this session, pro bono professionals from law firms and companies will engage in joint discussions with representatives of clearinghouses to gain insight into developing mutually effective relationships.

**Location:** Open Society Institute–Budapest
Molnár utca 19, 1056 Budapest

Tuesday, 17 October

09:00–16:00 In Just Societies Law Works for All: Exploring New Areas for Public-Private Collaboration
PILnet Strategic Convening—*By invitation only*

This day-long session aims to test the emerging concept in public interest law of focusing on proactive “risk management,” rather than reactive legal responses to injury. What kind of legal resources and concepts can be employed to strengthen civil society and increase the impact of public interest lawyering? What might this look like in practice?

**Location:** Central European University
Nádor utca 15, Room 106, 1051 Budapest
What Works and What Doesn’t? Workshop on Pro Bono and Advocacy Efforts in Eurasia

Sponsored by Visegrad Fund

Workshop

PILnet convenes this event to share and debate organizational strategies that aim to combine pro bono resources with advocacy efforts in countries from Poland to Kazakhstan. Participants will debate and exchange experiences with current challenges of involving commercial law firms and/or individual lawyers in human rights advocacy efforts, and in the development of home-grown pro bono projects. The workshop will take place thanks to the financial support of the International Visegrad Fund and to the in-kind support of the Open Society Archives.

Location: Open Society Archives
Arany János utca 32, 1051 Budapest

What Are the Impacts of Strategic Human Rights Litigation?
Panel Discussion hosted by the Open Society Justice Initiative

“What transpires outside the courthouse can at least be as powerful as what happens at the bench.”
—Adriána Zimová, Strategic Litigation Impacts: Roma School Desegregation

This panel will launch preliminary findings of a new report reflecting the complex results of the Open Society Justice Initiative’s multi-year inquiry into the impacts of strategic human rights litigation around the world. The inquiry draws on four thematic studies and hundreds of interviews in eleven countries in a variety of rights areas—Roma school desegregation, indigenous peoples’ land rights, equal access to quality education and torture in custody. It also taps insights from the Justice Initiative’s own ten years practicing and instructing on strategic litigation. The unique approach of these reports is their dissection of concrete examples from the perspective of the social-change agent in order to better understand the effects and impacts of strategic litigation.

Location: Open Society Institute–Budapest
Molnár utca 19, 1056 Budapest

Speakers:
• Helen Duffy | Leiden University, Human Rights in Practice | Netherlands
• Jérémie Gilbert | University of Roehampton | U.K.
• James A. Goldston | Open Society Justice Initiative | U.S.A.
The Use of Video as Evidence in Human Rights Cases: Lessons Learned from the Middle East & North Africa

Panel Discussion

The Middle East and North Africa (“MENA”) region presents a unique and burgeoning environment for the use of video evidence. In particular, after what some dubbed the Twitter or Facebook Revolution in 2011, combined with a consistent growth in mobile and smartphone use throughout the region, the number of people who could document, and are currently doing so, evidence of crimes and human rights violations has skyrocketed. In the MENA region, however, as in other parts of the world where rule of law and justice systems lack in accountability and effectiveness, it cannot be assumed that increased documentation of human rights violations will lead to more justice. Join us for a discussion on how video evidence has been used in some countries in the region and lessons learned from this introductory examination.

Location: Open Society Institute–Budapest
Molnár utca 19, 1056 Budapest

Moderator:
• Maysa Zorob | PILnet | U.S.A.

Speakers:
• Kelly Matheson | Witness | Netherlands
• Tara Vassefi | PILnet & Witness | U.S.A

Legal Empowerment & Community Lawyering

Training

The UN estimates that four billion people worldwide lack basic access to justice. People can be driven from their land, denied essential services, excluded from society, and intimidated by violence. There are almost always laws on the books that would protect them, but they’ve often never heard of those laws, let alone had a shot at enforcing them. Legal empowerment is an approach that aims to turn law from an abstraction or a threat into something that every person can understand, use, and shape. Community paralegals can be a powerful force for legal empowerment, demystifying law and helping people find solutions to injustices they face. Vivek Maru, founder of Namati, will introduce the theory and practice of legal empowerment. Through human stories and concrete case studies, participants will explore the practical methods by which lawyers and paralegals can place the power of law in the hands of people.

Location: Open Society Institute–Budapest
Molnár utca 19, 1056 Budapest

Speaker:
• Vivek Maru | Namati | U.S.A.
14:00–17:00  **Pro Bono in Asia**  
**Roundtable Discussion—By invitation only**  
Representatives of pro bono organizations and law firms from across Asia will meet to exchange ideas, progress and insight.  
**Location:** CMS Cameron McKenna Nabarro Olswang LLP  
Károlyi utca 12, 1053 Budapest

14:00–17:00  **The New EU General Data Protection Regulation: Is Your NGO Prepared?**  
**Training**  
The new EU data protection law, which will come into effect on 25 May 2018 in all EU member states, will introduce new requirements for how NGOs manage any personal data they handle. This training will provide an overview of how NGOs can ensure they are prepared to comply with the new law.  
**Location:** Knight Bird & Bird Iroda  
Szabadság tér 14, 1054 Budapest  

**Speakers:**  
• _Tamás Barabás_ | PILnet | Hungary  
• _Bálint Halász_ | Knight Bird & Bird Iroda | Hungary  
• _Zoltán Kozma_ | Microsoft | Hungary

18:30–20:00  **Welcome Reception & Launch of the Open Society Justice Initiative’s Strategic Litigation Reports**  
**Sponsored by** [OPEN SOCIETY JUSTICE INITIATIVE](#)  
**Drinks and Canapés**  
**Location:** Central European University  
Nádor utca 13, 1051 Budapest

20:00–21:30  **Screening of ALL RISE**  
**Sponsored by** [WHITE & CASE](#)  
How can international disputes be resolved in the courtroom rather than on the battlefield? ALL RISE brings this complex question into sharp and personalized focus through the journeys of seven passionate students of law from India, Israel, Jamaica, Palestine, Russia, Singapore, and Uganda to compete in the world championships in Washington, DC, of the Philip C. Jessup International Law Moot Court Competition (the “Jessup”), the world’s largest simulated court competition. The “court” is the International Court of Justice (“ICJ”), the judicial arm of the United Nations. Against this backdrop, this moving film lays bare the struggles, triumphs and transformations they experience alone and together.  
**Location:** Central European University  
Nádor utca 15, 1051 Budapest
Wednesday, 18 October

PILnet Global Forum

Location: Sofitel Chain Bridge
Széchenyi István tér 2, 1051 Budapest

08:15–09:00  Registration & Coffee

09:00–11:00  Opening Plenary

Location: Ballroom

Speakers:

• János Bánáti | President of the Hungarian Bar Association | Hungary
• Michael Ignatieff | Central European University | Hungary
• Titi Liu | Stanford University | U.S.A.
• Vivek Maru | Namati | U.S.A.
• Marieanne McKeown | PILnet | Belgium
• Garth Meintjes | PILnet | U.S.A.

11:00–11:30  Coffee Break

11.30–12.15  Pro Bono in Hungary

Panel Discussion

PILnet’s pro bono program has been operating in Hungary for more than a decade now. This session will examine what has been achieved in this period and the current trends and obstacles for Hungarian pro bono. Speakers will also highlight successful case-studies on engaging legal teams in children’s rights cases, the role of bar associations and companies, and compliance support to strengthen civil society.

Location: Ballroom A

Moderator:

• Tamás Barabás | PILnet | Hungary

Speakers:

• Balázs Gyalog | Hungarian Bar Association | Hungary
• Szilvia Gyurkó | Hintalovon Foundation | Hungary
• Dániel Szabó | Hewlett Packard Enterprise | Hungary
• Kinga Zempléni | Zempléni Law Firm | Hungary
Managing Risk Like a Corporate Counsel

Panel Discussion

Go behind closed company doors to explore how general counsel manage risk for their employers, and discover what NGOs might learn from a private industry approach. In building a marketing strategy, making a big hire or implementing a program in a new political environment, corporate counsel are there to examine the institutional risk—and expose unvarnished realities. Is it time for NGOs to adapt the similar risk analysis to programs, and what might be the outcome?

**Location:** Ballroom B

**Moderator:**
- Felicity Kirk | Ropes & Gray | U.K.

**Speakers:**
- Eric Koenig | Microsoft (retired) | U.S.A.
- Karen Sample | Boston Consulting | Netherlands

Make Your Pro Bono Needs-Driven

Training

How do you know that your pro bono programs are responding to real need? A legal-needs assessment is the first step to understanding where your services are needed most and can have greatest impact. Join this workshop to hear how a clearinghouse and a law firm have gone about designing, implementing and acting on legal needs assessments to inform how to focus their pro bono efforts.

**Location:** Vaszary

**Speakers:**
- Annette Bain | DLA Piper | Hong Kong
- Leontine Chuang | PILnet | Hong Kong

Holding Countries Accountable for Violations of Human Rights Before the UN Treaty Monitoring Bodies

Training

The Treaty Monitoring Bodies (TMBs) are global in jurisdiction and provide a vital forum for advocates and lawyers from all regions to advance human rights through advocacy or litigation. Join this training session to learn about good practices for engaging with the TMBs, how to integrate pro bono counsel into this work and understand how it can form part of broader strategies to bring about change at the national level and ensure the continued development of human rights standards and jurisprudence.

**Location:** Bellevue II & III
Moderator:
• Marlene Halpern | Centre for Reproductive Rights | U.S.A.

Speakers:
• Emily Christie | DLA Piper | Australia
• Leah Hoctor | Centre for Reproductive Rights | Switzerland

12.15–12.30  
Short Break

12.30–13.15  
Global Pro Bono, Locally Grown
Mini-Spark Talks

A global network of pro bono has flourished over the last decade, taking root by adapting global best practice to the local environment and culture. These mini-spark talks will offer you a flavor of what global pro bono looks like locally in five jurisdictions spanning the globe.

Location: Ballroom A

Moderator:
• Dmitry Shabelnikov | PILnet | Russia

Speakers:
• Giovanni Carotenuto | Pro Bono Italia | Italy
• Tatiana Chernobil | Amnesty International | Kazakhstan
• Takgon Lee | Dongcheon Foundation | South Korea
• Ivette Montero | Centro Mexicano Pro Bono | Mexico
• Flavia Regina de Souza Oliveira | Mattos Filho, Veiga Filho, Marrey Jr e Quiroga Advogados | Brazil
• Bianca dos Santos Waks | Mattos Filho, Veiga Filho, Marrey Jr e Quiroga Advogados | Brazil

Trends in Public Interest Lawyering in Asia
Panel Discussion

Public interest lawyering and pro bono has long been established in Asia. However, “structured pro bono” supported by law firms and bar associations is relatively new and public interest lawyers continue to face a range of challenges. This panel will share the latest developments in public interest law and pro bono in several jurisdictions across Asia, explore exciting trends of cross-border pro bono lawyer networks, and identify challenges facing the development of structured pro bono in jurisdictions with rich public interest lawyering but little private sector participation.

Location: Ballroom B

Moderator:
• Jayna Kothari | Centre for Law and Policy Research | India
Freedom of Expression

Panel Discussion

The rise of social media, blogs and other online platforms has given individuals a public forum for expressing their ideas and opinions. Increasingly, people are also using such online platforms as channels for protest and holding elected officials accountable. Dentons’ Warsaw litigation team has defended five individuals in separate freedom of speech cases—two bloggers, a journalist, a university professor, and a poet who altered the words of the national anthem to voice support for refugees. We will tell these pro bono stories and discuss the legal and political challenges at the heart of the new “online resistance.”

Location: Vaszary

Moderator:
- Atanas Politov | Dentons | Hungary

Speakers:
- Joanna Kornaszewska | Dentons | Poland
- Agnieszka Wardak | Dentons | Poland

Business & Human Rights Negotiation Skills Training I

Training

Join this two-part training to improve your negotiation skills while better understanding the business and human rights field. In the first session, we will review negotiation theory, introduce a case study, and work on exercises to improve preparation for negotiation. The second session will take place after lunch. We recommend you attend both parts of this training.

Location: Bellevue II & III

Facilitator:
- Kara Irwin | Molnár International | Hungary

13:15–14:00 Lunch

14:00–15:00 Global Pro Bono Café

Want to know what the pro bono landscape is like in Singapore? Not sure how to connect with NGO partners in the Netherlands? Looking for lawyers in Argentina? Come and visit the country tables in the Global Pro Bono Café where a local host will be ready to answer your questions.
EUROPE & CENTRAL ASIA  
**Location:** Ballroom A

ASIA-PACIFIC  
**Location:** Ballroom B

AMERICAS & AFRICA  
**Location:** Vaszary

**Demo Room: Pro Bono Tech**
Get a demonstration on the latest tech tools being used for bigger, better and smarter pro bono around the world.  
**Location:** Bellevue II & III

**Moderator:**
- Julie Cheng | PILnet | Australia

**Presenters:**
- Evgenia Generalova | Terre des Hommes | Hungary
- Szilvia Gyurkó | Hintalovon Foundation | Hungary
- Viktória Sebhelyi | Terre des Hommes | Hungary
- Cherilyn Tan | Asia Law Network | Singapore
- Alexander Turcan | Turcan Cazac | Moldova

15:00–16:15
**Business & Human Rights Negotiation Training II**
**Training**
The second session in a two-part training to improve your negotiation skills while better understanding the business and human rights field. In this session, participants will conduct negotiations based on the case study introduced in the first session, followed by an analytical discussion of the negotiation skills used as well as the ethical, practical, and legal issues arising during the exercises.  
**Location:** Ballroom A

**Facilitator:**
- Kara Irwin | Molnár International | Hungary

**Civil Society Crackdown:**
**The Ripple Effects and What We Can Do about Them**
**Roundtable Discussion**
Join this roundtable discussion to find out why the private sector should be concerned about a wave of legal measures around the world that inhibit the work of civil society. Engage in this discussion to help design solutions that apply the power of pro bono lawyers to closing space issues.
Location: Ballroom B

Discussion Leaders:
- Balázs Dénes | Civil Liberties Union for Europe | Germany
- Titi Liu | Stanford University | U.S.A.

Multi-stakeholder Partnerships to Support Victims of Trafficking Workshop
During this workshop, participants will discuss how various stakeholders—corporations, law firms, NGOs, healthcare providers, and government officials—can work together to combat human trafficking. Discussion leaders will present one model based on work currently being done by the organization Lawyers Without Borders and one of its law firm partners, Jones Day, and some of its clients, around the issues of human trafficking in Asia.

Location: Vaszary

Moderator:
- Laura Tuell | Jones Day | U.S.A.

Speakers:
- Archana Kotecha | Liberty Asia | Hong Kong
- Alison Marshall | Jones Day | U.S.A.
- Jessica Ryckman | Lawyers Without Borders | U.S.A.
- Kaoru Umino | Jones Day | Japan

Legal Empowerment for Refugee Entrepreneurs in Europe Workshop
Economic participation is critical for refugee integration, but refugees in Europe consistently have low rates of employment due to language barriers, unrecognized qualifications, cultural bias and other barriers. In this context entrepreneurship (self-employment) can be a fast-track to self-sufficiency, and the provision of timely, expert legal advice is critical to navigating the legal requirements of being a business-owner. Join this session to hear how lawyers can plug in their expertise to support refugee entrepreneurs and to help shape a collaborative pro bono initiative on this topic in Europe.

Location: Bellevue II & III

Moderator:
- Marianne McKeown | PILnet | Belgium

Speakers:
- Fadi Alshalabi | Niiversity | Germany
- Vinzenz Himmighofen | SINGA-Deutschland | Germany
- Selran Sinjari | White & Case | Sweden
Global Partnerships with NGOs and IGOs

Workshop

In recent years international law firms have developed institutional client relationships with multinational corporations. Firms provide legal services across all aspects and all geographies of a corporation’s business. There is increasing evidence that this model of client service is making its way into the pro bono sector. In this session we will talk about the relationships between international law firms, non-profits and organizations. The relationships between DLA Piper and UNICEF on the one hand, and Dentons and CARE on the other, will be profiled. We will explore the structure of such relationships, the factors leading to success, and the challenges that can arise.

Location: Ballroom A

Speakers:
- Claudia Barbarano | DLA Piper | Italy
- Lauren Beard | UNICEF | U.K.
- Michelle Milnes | DLA Piper | U.K.
- Ben Weinberg | Dentons | U.S.A.

Measuring Progress Towards the Sustainable Development Goals

Panel Discussion

The era of the sustainable development goals (SDGs) is well upon us. With just 13 years to achieve 17 enormously varied and ambitious targets, from ending malnutrition to ensuring access to safe and affordable housing for all, what progress has been made so far and how is that progress being measured? This panel will highlight stories from the private sector about what indicators they’re applying to measure their work towards achieving the SDGs.

Location: Ballroom B

Moderator:
- Yasmin Batliwala | Advocates for International Development | U.K.

Speakers:
- Tom Dunn | Clifford Chance | U.K.
- Louis O’Neill | White & Case | U.S.A.
Is There a Business Case For Mandatory Pro Bono?

Panel Discussion

For decades, some US bar associations have required members to do pro bono —why does this mechanism work when membership is not compulsory? How is quality of service monitored? And why do members comply? This session will explore the business case for mandatory pro bono and compare the experience across the US, Singapore and South Korea.

Location: Vaszary

Moderator:
- Helena Whalen-Bridge | National University of Singapore | Singapore

Speakers:
- Takgon Lee | Dongcheon Foundation | South Korea
- Tanguy Lim | Law Society Pro Bono Services | Singapore
- Suzanne Turner | Dechert | U.S.A.

My Greatest Failure

Mini-Spark Talks

We can all easily find examples of the projects, collaborations and initiatives that were a great success, but we don’t often hear about the failed attempts that preceded them. Yet failure is a magic ingredient for success—it’s where we learn, stretch and adapt. In this series of short talks, a few brave individuals will share tales of their own greatest failures and what they learned from them.

Location: Bellevue II & III

Moderator:
- Lorna Kralik | PILnet | Hungary

Speakers:
- Brenna DeVaney | Skadden Arps Meagher & Flom | U.S.A.
- David Hillard | Clayton Utz | Australia
- Archana Kotecha | Liberty Asia | Hong Kong

19:00–21:00 PILnet’s 20th Anniversary & Global Pro Bono Awards Dinner

Sponsored by DENTONS

Location: Kiosk Budapest
Március 15. tér 4, 1056 Budapest

21:00–23:00 Post-Awards Concert featuring Parno Graszt

Location: TEREM
Piarista köz 2, 1052 Budapest
Thursday, 19 October

PILnet Global Forum

**Location:** Sofitel Chain Bridge
Széchenyi István tér 2, 1051 Budapest

9:00–9:30  **Registration & Coffee**

9:30–10:30  **Opening Plenary**

**Speakers:**
- *Jacquelyn MacLennan* | White & Case | Belgium
- *Evan Wolfson* | Dentons | U.S.A.

**Spark Talks**
These short but stimulating talks provoke the imagination, inspire innovation, and challenge you to think differently about the potential of public interest law and pro bono.

**Location:** Ballroom A

**Speakers:**
- *Jayna Kothari* | Centre for Law and Policy Research | India
- *Jayne Fleming* | Reed Smith | U.S.A.
- *Keith Hiatt* | benetech | U.S.A.

10:30–11:00  **Coffee Break**

11:00–11:45  **Pro Bono and Marriage Equality in the Asia-Pacific Region**

**Panel Discussion**

Freedom to marry is officially on the global agenda. This workshop will focus on the movement in the Asia-Pacific region with Australia on the verge of following Taiwan’s footsteps, which earlier in 2017 became one of the first jurisdictions in the region to legalize same-sex marriage. Hear how this historic ruling came about and compare this to the movement’s progress among the Australian legal community. Finally, learn how you, as lawyers, can support other countries in the region to see the freedom to marry in 2018 and beyond.

**Location:** Ballroom A

**Moderator:**
- *Evan Wolfson* | Dentons | U.S.A.

**Speakers:**
- *Yu-Shiou (Clarence) Chou* | Taiwan Association for Human Rights | Taiwan
- *John Corker* | Australian Pro Bono Centre | Australia
“There is no pro bono here”
Panel Discussion
Where do you start when you want to build a pro bono practice, project or clearinghouse in a place where pro bono is non-existent? How should you tailor global models and best practices to fit the local context? How do you figure out what topics and groups your local pro bono work should focus on? In this session you will find out how our speakers did just that in Italy, Central Asia, South Korea and beyond, and hear what lessons they learned along the way.

Location: Ballroom B

Moderator:
• Atanas Politov | Dentons | Hungary

Speakers:
• Pillkyu Hwang | Gonggam Human Rights Foundation | South Korea
• Stefano Macchi di Cellere | Pro Bono Italia | Italy
• Dmitry Shabelnikov | PILnet | Russia

Evaluating Pro Bono: Practical Examples of How It Can Be Done
Training
The aim of this session is to present several different models of evaluating pro bono projects. DLA Piper has made a significant effort over the past years to increase monitoring and evaluation within its pro bono practice. This has included externally or internally reviewing multi-year pro bono partnerships, reviewing the follow-up and subsequent use of pro bono research output, and reviewing the impact of legal clinics for individuals. This session will present some of these models for pro bono evaluation.

Location: Vaszary

Moderator:
• Claire Donse | DLA Piper | France

Speakers:
• Lisa Dewey | DLA Piper | U.S.A.
• Alisha Miranda | IG Consulting | U.K.
• Nicolas Patrick | DLA Piper | U.K.

Issues That Need Your Help Now!
Mini-Spark Talks
This series of short talks will provide a glimpse into issues that are not receiving the attention they deserve from our pro bono network. Speakers will explain why they deserve your attention now, and how you can work with them to take action.

Location: Bellevue II
Moderator:
• David Hillard | Clayton Utz | Australia

**Pro Bono for Wildlife Conservation: Why, What, and How?**

Speakers:
• Anna Duron | Ashurst | Belgium
• Marika Somero | Skadden Arps Meagher & Flom | U.K.

**Pro Bono Child Advocacy—Make a Better Future**

Speaker:
• Szilvia Gyurkó | Hintalovon Foundation | Hungary

**Women Love, Women Fight**

Speaker:
• Carmen Pombo | Fundación Fernando Pombo | Spain

**The Civil Rights Struggle of Our Time: Pro Bono for Roma Rights**

Speaker:
• Judit Geller | European Roma Rights Centre | Hungary

11:45–12:00 **Short Break**

12:00–13:00 **Being an Intrapreneur**

Panel Discussion

*Sponsored by ALLEN & OVERY*

A “social intrapreneur” acts with entrepreneurial spirit within a larger organization to further goals of social benefit. They sit at the intersection of innovation, social good and entrepreneurship. In this session, intrapreneurs from the business, not-for-profit and legal sectors will share their expertise and explore how an intrapreneurial spirit can be used to further access to justice goals. In joining this session, you will gain insights into how to become or support change-makers in your organization to incubate innovative ideas, taking advantage of the organization’s resources and customer connections, without letting risk aversion or corporate inertia stand in their way.

**Location:** Ballroom A

**Moderator:**
• Hayley Jones | Allen & Overy | U.K.

**Speakers:**
• Saralyn Cohen | Shearman & Sterling | U.S.A.
• Emanuel de Lutzel | BNP Paribas | France
• Raphaela Toncic-Sorinj | Ashoka | Austria
Strategic Cross-Border Approaches to Pro Bono in Africa for Maximum Impact

Panel Discussion

What are the pro bono strategies in a context of almost unlimited need and very limited capacity? With few exceptions, pro bono in Africa is at a nascent stage, with firms undertaking projects in a largely ad hoc manner, and a lack of broad consensus on the nature of pro bono and its role in the legal profession and society. A number of firms and organizations seek to change this; to make pro bono an integral part of practice and a force for improved justice. This workshop will look at the current state of pro bono in Africa, what firms and organizations that work across the continent are doing to promote pro bono practice, and what measures they are taking to ensure sustained impact. Participants will explore the opportunities and benefits of cross-regional and sector coordination and collaboration, and seek to establish guidelines for strategic pro bono practice to maximize progress on rights and development.

Location: Ballroom B

Moderator:

• Erica Emdon | Probono.org | South Africa

Speakers:

• Ramsey Beck | DLA Piper | Kenya
• Jacob van Garderen | Lawyers for Human Rights | South Africa

Rapid Response Lawyering for Refugees in Times of Crisis

Workshop

Assisting refugees in periods of crisis requires creative approaches to pro bono, rapid mobilization, and movement lawyering. This workshop will explore best practices for identifying appropriate initiatives, training and coordinating lawyers, and sustaining interest and engagement. As one of the leading organizations to coordinate pro bono lawyers at airports after the January 2017 immigration executive order in the United States, the International Refugee Assistance Project (IRAP) and partners will share their expertise with the global pro bono community.

Location: Vaszary

Moderator:

• Wendy Fu | International Refugee Assistance Project | U.S.A.

Speakers:

• Wendy Atrokhov | Latham & Watkins | U.S.A.
• Lara Finkbeiner | International Refugee Assistance Project | U.S.A.
• Claire Fourel | Ashurst | U.K.
Pro Bono Plus
Panel Discussion
This workshop will explore what it takes to identify, develop, and see through to successfully implement the sophisticated human rights-related pro bono matters that high-caliber local and international law firms are uniquely suited to undertake. Speakers will spotlight pro bono matters that use a focused combination of resources to address conflict, poverty or climate change.

Location: Bellevue II

Moderator:
• Peter King | Weil, Gotshal & Manges | U.S.A.

Speakers:
• Yasmin Batliwala | Advocates for International Development | U.K.
• Alexander Papachristou | Cyrus R. Vance Center for International Justice | U.S.A.
• Elena Popovic | Media Development Investment Fund | U.S.A.

13:00–14:00 Lunch

14:00–15:00 260 Cases of Displaced Persons That Need Your Attention Now Workshop
Leading resettlement NGO HIAS has identified 260 stranded resettlement cases in Kenya and Uganda (comprising 648 individuals, many of whom are especially vulnerable). In this panel session law firms will be invited to take on some of these cases and help individuals and their families to start new lives right across the globe. You will be introduced to some of the people who are stranded in refugee camps in Kenya and Uganda, hear their stories and be provided with a model for what your firm can do to help resettle them.

Location: Ballroom A

Moderator:
• Lamin Khadar | DLA Piper | Netherlands

Speakers:
• Jayne Fleming | Reed Smith | U.S.A.
• Rachel Levitan | HIAS | U.S.A.

Pro Bono, Rule of Law and International Development
Panel Discussion
This discussion, led by UK Rule of Law Expertise (ROLE UK), law firms and NGO representatives, is meant for participants interested in strengthening the relevance and impact of their pro bono work in developing countries. The
The topics covered will include: the political nature of law and development and implications for pro bono work; monitoring the contribution of pro bono work to the Sustainable Development Goals; and developing effective partnerships with NGOs and governments. Panelists will share their experiences of adapting and applying tools and techniques used within the development sector, and participants will be encouraged to share their own views and approaches.

**Location:** Ballroom B

**Moderator:**
- Catherine Flew | ROLE U.K. | U.K.

**Speakers:**
- Tom Dunn | Clifford Chance | U.K.
- Rebecca Perlman | African Commercial Law Foundation | U.K.
- Joanna Whiteman | Equal Rights Trust | U.K.

**Strengthening Civil Society to Campaign for Change**

**Training**

The closing space for civil society means that campaigners are under increasing pressure to run campaigns for social change that are not only politically effective but also run in compliance with the complex framework of laws that affect campaigning activities. Legal obstacles can cause campaigners to become confused and indecisive when making important campaigning decisions and this can lead to paralysis amongst civil society organizations. Through practical examples, this session will demonstrate the essential ways in which pro bono lawyers can empower campaigners to navigate legal issues such as lobbying, defamation, public protests, social media, data protection, “hacktivism” and shareholder activism, and help them run smooth, confident campaigns for a free and fair society.

**Location:** Vaszary

**Moderator:**
- Lauren Meyer | Trustlaw | U.K.

**Speakers:**
- Petra Burai | The European Center for Not-for-Profit Law | Hungary
- Fotis Filippou | Amnesty International | U.K.
- Simon Steeden | Bates Wells & Braithwaite | U.K.

**Free Meeting Space**

**Location:** Bellevue II
15:00–15:45  **Closing Plenary**
- Titi Liu | Stanford University | U.S.A.
- Marianne McKeown | PILnet | Belgium

**Location:** Ballroom A

15:45–16:30  **Wine Reception**

**Location:** Sofitel Chain Bridge

---

**Friday, 20 October**

08:30–17:30  **Master Course for Clinical Legal Educators**

**Workshop**

PILnet: The Global Network for Public Interest Law, in collaboration with the European Network for Clinical Legal Education (ENCLE), will bring together clinical legal educators to share the latest issues and challenges affecting legal clinics worldwide. The event aims to build common standards in clinical methodology for law school-based clinics across jurisdictions.

**Location:** Hegymegi-Barakonyi és Társa Baker & McKenzie Law Office
Dorottya utca 6, 1051 Budapest

**Speakers:**
- Tamás Barabás | PILnet | Hungary
- Maxim Tomoszek | Palacky University in Olomouc, Faculty of Law | Czech Republic
- Barbara Namysłowska-Gabrysiak | University of Warsaw, Law Clinic | Poland

---

A special thank you to those who supported NGO participants to attend this year’s Global Forum:

- **FORD FOUNDATION**
- Government of the Netherlands
- **TSAR & TSAI LAW FIRM**
- **Visegrad Fund**

PILnet would also like to extend a special thank you to László Z. Bitó for his support.
PILnet’s 20th Anniversary & Global Pro Bono Awards

In recognition of PILnet’s 20th Anniversary, nominations this year were welcome from across the globe. PILnet’s Award for Exemplary Partnership in the Public Interest is awarded to the best pro bono legal project undertaken as a collaboration between an NGO and a law firm, with an impact felt in more than one country. The Award for Local Pro Bono Impact honors the best innovative pro bono legal project undertaken by a law firm and/or NGO, or the wider pro bono community. This year, in honor of returning to PILnet’s roots in Budapest, PILnet and the Budapest and Hungarian Bar Associations will present the Awards for Hungarian Lawyers for the Public Good, which recognize Hungarian public interest lawyers in two categories: Pro Bono Lawyer of the Year, and Pro Bono Law Office of the Year. The Publico Award recognizes legal professionals with an extraordinary, passionate and long-standing commitment to service for the public good.

With the exception of the Publico Award, all winners are selected by a jury independent of PILnet and PILnet staff. They will be announced on 18 October, at PILnet’s 20th Anniversary & Global Pro Bono Awards Dinner.

The 2017 Publico Award

“To defend myself, I must restrain power with freedom, even if the temporary beneficiaries are the enemies of freedom.”

—Aryeh Neier

These words have defined a storied career as a determined defender of human rights, and of the proposition that the law only works properly when it is applied equally. As a mentor, an activist and a funder, he has made a profound, durable impact on human rights around the world. For his work with the American Civil Liberties Union, Human Rights Watch, the League for Industrial Democracy, PILnet awards the 2017 Publico Award to Aryeh Neier.

PHOTO CREDIT: Botos Tamás | 444.hu
PILnet's Award for Exemplary Partnership in the Public Interest

SHORTLISTED PROJECTS

Simmons & Simmons and Legal Response Initiative

Simmons & Simmons has played a crucial role in utilizing the skillsets of its lawyers on a pro bono basis to provide justice in the areas of climate law and climate justice. The Legal Response Initiative (LRI), founded in 2009 in the lead-up to the UN Copenhagen Climate Conference, provides free legal support to poor and climate-vulnerable developing countries as well as civil society observer organizations in the context of UN Climate Change negotiations. It does so through a network of lawyers from various law firms, barrister chambers and universities in different jurisdictions. Since July 2016, Simmons & Simmons has made a significant contribution to post-Paris Agreement legislation work carried out by the LRI, specifically in advising those countries seeking assistance with the implementation of the Agreement after its coming into effect in December 2016. This included providing expert legal advice to least developed countries both on the ground at UN Climate Conferences, and remotely. Since its founding, the LRI has been a critical part of the Simmons & Simmons’ pro bono strategy, allowing lawyers to support developing countries within a legal framework to achieve sustainable development. The firm plans on continuing its support of the LRI in its endeavors and hopes to sustain further work with climate change legislation, allowing its lawyers to benefit from a partnership that leads to tangible change.

Arnold & Porter Kaye Scholer and Southern African AIDS Trust

Arnold & Porter Kaye Scholer (APKS) partnered with the Southern African AIDS Trust (SAT) to examine legislative and policy-based barriers of access to sexual and reproductive health services encountered by young people in Sub-Saharan Africa, a key driver of the increase in HIV prevalence amongst the region’s youth. The project examined whether current ages of consent to sex are appropriate or discriminatory based on gender, sexual orientation or marital status, and what other factors affect access to sexual and reproductive health services. The first stage of the project, led by APKS, aimed to understand the legal position in 22 jurisdictions, both in Sub-Saharan Africa and beyond. The next stage will be to identify where law and policy reform is necessary and suitable, and to assist local activists in bringing about that reform. The results of the review were discussed at a convening in Johannesburg in October 2016, which was attended by representatives from SAT, APKS, and civil society organizations including UNICEF, the UN Development Programme and UNAIDS. Participants also included several Sub-Saharan African governments as well as local counsel from Sweden, Brazil and Portugal. APKS used its healthcare regulatory expertise to formulate the review questions for local counsel in 21 jurisdictions, from Botswana to Ukraine. The firm also provided input on the position in England and Wales. A team of five APKS lawyers, headed by one of the firm’s partners, Ian Dodds-Smith, has contributed more than 500 hours to the project so far. They have been working with SAT and local counsel since the project’s inception in early 2016.
DLA Piper and UNICEF

In 2013 DLA Piper and UNICEF UK launched an international partnership to protect children coming into contact with the law in Bangladesh. Between 2016 and 2017 they embedded the relationship, supporting UNICEF UK through pro bono projects globally, including in the Gambia, Mexico and the Netherlands. During that period, in addition to cross-jurisdictional pieces of work, DLA Piper financially supported UNICEF’s Justice for Children work in Bangladesh, supporting the government in the implementation of the 2013 Children’s Act and developing a more child-friendly justice system for Bangladesh’s 65 million children. In Gambia, with DLA Piper’s assistance, UNICEF The Gambia significantly increased their technical assistance to the government on child marriage, affecting 50% of women under 18, and laws relating to female genital mutilation/cutting, affecting 75% of women, ensuring these laws met child rights standards. In Mexico, DLA Piper lawyers collaborated with UNICEF’s Child Rights and Business team by conducting a national review on children’s rights and business. This has enabled UNICEF to advocate for greater corporate understanding and awareness of children’s rights. The review will be considered in the Mexican government’s forthcoming National Action Plan on Business and Human Rights. UNICEF UK is a key partner in DLA Piper’s pro bono focus on child rights, rule of law and displaced people. Between 2016 and 2017, 150 lawyers from DLA Piper offices in 27 countries provided around 3600 pro bono hours, working across 37 jurisdictions.

Regional Bar Council in Warsaw and Civil Society Organizations

Lawyers from the Regional Bar Council in Warsaw, Helsinki Foundation for Human Rights (HFHR), Association for Legal Intervention (ALI), Human Constanta, and the Foundation for International Humanitarian Aid (FIAH), recently collaborated to provide direct legal assistance to Chechen families applying for asylum at the Belarusian-Polish border in Terespol, Poland. Thousands of Chechen, Tajiki and Georgian asylum seekers are being summarily refused a right to claim international protection by Polish authorities, an upward trend since 2016, prompting HFHR and ALI to investigate. Both organizations issued several alarming reports indicating that the Border Guard may have inappropriately applied international protection procedures. On one occasion, a total of 14 lawyers went to the border and attempted to assist 51 asylum seekers. They were accompanied by several NGO representatives, translators and journalists. Human Constanta identified families requiring legal assistance beforehand, while FIAH provided onsite psychological assistance. Unfortunately, the Border Guard prevented all of the lawyers, except for one, from consulting with clients and, ultimately, all of the asylum applications were refused. Although an appeal against the refusals proved unsuccessful, the project established greater cooperation between NGOs and lawyers, and drew attention to the plight of asylum seekers and the misapplication of international protection procedures by Polish border officials. A team of lawyers is currently preparing complaints to the Voivodeship Administrative Court in Warsaw, and seeking protection for two of the families from the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR). The ECHR has adopted certain interim measures and given notice to the Border Guard in Terespol to comply, but the Court’s judgment has not been respected, prompting another denunciation to the ECHR of various human rights violations.
PILnet's Award for Local Pro Bono Impact

SHORTLISTED PROJECTS

Comisión de Trabajo Pro Bono e Interés Público de Buenos Aires Bar Association and Centro de Acceso a la Justicia/Argentinian Ministry of Justice and Human Rights

In this continuing project, member firms of the Comisión de Trabajo Pro Bono in Buenos Aires provided pro bono assistance to the Argentinian Ministry of Justice and Human Rights. Designed to facilitate access to justice for some of the city’s most vulnerable citizens, the project provided legal representation in court to residents of two “villas”, or shanty towns. The Ministry of Justice and Human Rights has a network of “Centros de Acceso a la Justicia” that provide basic legal assistance to underprivileged communities in which they are based, although their lawyers do not usually represent residents in court. Each “Centro” is based in the center of the villa and has a team of lawyers as well as a psychologist and a social worker who come in close contact with the residents and assist in the interaction between the pro bono client and his or her lawyer. Through an agreement with the Comisión de Trabajo Pro Bono e Interés Público (part of the Buenos Aires City Law Association), the Comisión’s 20 member law firms mobilized to advise and represent residents of the villas on disability rights, access to health care programs and non-contributory pensions, and immigration and documentation issues. They also provided legal advice to victims of domestic or gender violence. So far, law firms have undertaken almost 30 legal cases and the program is being expanded to include other Centros in villas throughout the Buenos Aires metropole.

Turcan Cazac Law Firm, Moldova

Turcan Cazac has been shortlisted for PILnet’s Award for Local Pro Bono Impact for developing Moldova’s first online legal empowerment platform, yAvo.md. The platform, which was launched in July 2016, offers free domestic legal advice to Moldovans. It aims to close the justice gap between legal need and access to legal information in a country where legal services are expensive, pro bono is not a norm among legal professionals and legal aid for civil cases is only developing. The platform has been lauded for its simplicity—it allows any Moldovan, whether small business owner, single mother, rural community member, or citizen working abroad, to ask a legal question without first having to go through a lengthy registration process. Accounts are created automatically and enable users to ask follow-up questions as needed. The most popular legal questions relate to consumer agreements, employment, housing, family law, road traffic law, and small business matters. About 140 Moldovan advocates, trainees, notaries, in-house lawyers, paralegals and law students donate their expertise to the public through the platform, which has close to 11,000 Facebook followers. The platform also has an easy-to-use interface which is available in 3 languages: Romanian (Moldovan), Russian and English. Over the last two years, lawyers from Turcan Cazac have contributed approximately 1,000 pro bono hours towards developing the platform, and provided over 600 free legal answers to the public via the platform. Other legal practitioners and students have voluntarily contributed over 3,000 free legal answers. To compare, the Moldovan National Legal Aid Office has reported providing legal aid guidance to over 9,000 individuals via its network of 550 participating advocates, paralegals and law students.
Justice Connect Australia and 55 law firms

Part of Justice Connect’s not-for-profit law service, the NFP Law Information Hub (www.nfplaw.org.au), launched in 2009, is a collaboration between 55 Australian law firms, in-house counsel and Justice Connect. It has transformed the delivery of legal services to NGOs in Australia and is accessed hundreds of thousands of times each year. The Hub is a free online platform providing a comprehensive set of 260+ resources covering 80 legal topics across the life cycle of an NGO, including all relevant Australian Federal and State laws. The platform was built by legal experts with the technical support of Neota Logic, an international legal artificial intelligence software firm. The Hub is a logical, user-friendly system that NGOs of all levels of sophistication can use and access easily. It features text-based and multi-media resources, as well as web-based apps which guide people through relevant questions, provide a bespoke report with tips or further reading, and even help frame a conversation with a lawyer. This project is an innovative pro bono partnership that has maximized the impact of pro bono resources available to NGOs and has enabled law firms to direct their pro bono resources more strategically, now reserving these for the genuinely difficult legal problems that an NGO may face, while simpler questions are directly addressed on the Hub. It has provided a sustainable model that can be replicated in various jurisdictions around the world.

Gómez-Acebo & Pombo and Fundación Fernando Pombo

Fundación Fernando Pombo’s (FFP) project has been shortlisted in recognition of its work with vulnerable groups in Spain, who also suffer from rare, chronic, serious or impeding diseases. The nature of their diseases, including mental health issues, coupled with a pre-existing vulnerability due to poverty, homelessness, gender violence or forced migration, make these groups highly susceptible to a lack of access to healthcare, maltreatment, social exclusion, and hate crimes. FFP, in collaboration with international law firm Gomez-Acebo & Pombo, identified the legal needs of these groups and provided them with pro bono assistance. The project also involved legal clinics, lectures and discussion sessions, both nationally and internationally, to draw attention to the plight of doubly vulnerable groups, and explore how, through law, the Spanish health care system could be improved to better protect them. Notable cases involved obtaining access to medical treatment for minors with spinal bifida and drug approvals for rare diseases. The project involved 90 attorneys, over 3000 students from Spanish law school pro bono clinics, several social institutions, and the Spanish government. To date, the project has assisted 18 NGOs and provided direct legal support in over sixty cases in Melilla, a city facing severe health care challenges with forced migrants. In addition, FFP published three practical guides for lawyers who advise doubly vulnerable patients—a first in Spain. Two of the guides, dealing with the health of homeless and gender violence victims, have been included in the Spanish National Plan and in the government’s gender violence strategy. The project was recognized for social responsibility in the legal profession in the 2014 Financial Times Innovative Lawyers Report–Europe and shortlisted for the IBA Pro Bono Awards in 2016 and 2017. The Spanish Federation for Rare Diseases and the Queen of Spain have recognized the project’s commitment to the promotion and defense of the rights of the vulnerable.
Norton Rose Fulbright South Africa and Council for the Advancement of the South African Constitution

Norton Rose Fulbright’s South African office has provided pro bono assistance to the Council for the Advancement of the South African Constitution in a matter regarding the provision of access to justice to South Africans. Specifically, they advocated for victims affected by the international crimes of genocide, crimes against humanity, war crimes, and crimes of aggression. This was in response to the South African Cabinet’s unilateral decision to withdraw from the Rome Statute, which provided protection and held accountable those responsible for such crimes, in October 2016. South Africa was also strongly criticized by the International Criminal Court after its failure to arrest Sudan’s President, Omar Hassan al-Bashir, when he visited Johannesburg in 2015. Al-Bashir was previously accused of crimes of genocide and war crimes against his people. Norton Rose Fulbright approached the High Court as a co-applicant to challenge the Cabinet’s decision. A team of 15 attorneys and support staff from the firm as well as four trained advocates worked on this matter on a pro bono basis. In December 2016, it was argued by the High Court that the decision to withdraw from the Statute was to be made by the South African Parliament, and was revoked immediately. The Parliament then tabled a Bill invoking the same decision, but Norton Rose Fulbright lawyers worked to have it withdrawn through written submissions. There have been no further efforts by the South African government to withdraw from the Rome Statute and the ICC to this date. This case highlights the importance and effectiveness of the separation of powers in holding arms of government accountable in a democratic society and indicates how the courts can be used as a line of defense in cases of misgovernance.

Merged Nomination:
University House Legal Aid Center and London-based firms

A group of London-based firms partnering with the University House Legal Aid Advice Centre in East London were nominated for their collaborative projects to assist low income and vulnerable populations in two of the City’s poorest boroughs.

Firms including Dechert; Reed Smith; Ropes & Gray; Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom; Slaughter and May; and White & Case worked on an advocacy-based pro bono program to help individuals fairly access disability benefits provisions. Following a series of welfare reforms in the UK, individuals who are unable to work due to mental and physical disabilities, long term illness or mental health issues, were faced with abrupt termination of regular benefit payments after reassessment by the Department for Work and Pensions. When some of these assessments were appealed with no legal representation, lowering the chances of success, University House viewed this as a disability discrimination issue and responded by setting up a pro bono advocacy scheme for City lawyers to assist in closing the gap. Volunteers from each firm, drawn from a wide range of practice groups at all levels of qualification, have been trained to represent University House clients at tribunal hearings. Participating firms have taken on 43 appeals since July 2016, with an 81.5% success rate.

The Family Law and Domestic Violence Advice Clinic, launched in the London Borough of Tower Hamlets in February 2016, assists victims of domestic violence by providing free legal advice
during a weekly drop-in clinic. This is collectively run by Gibson Dunn; Reed Smith; Ropes & Gray; Shearman & Sterling; Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom; and Travers Smith, in conjunction with the University House Legal Advice Centre. The clinic was set up by a task force that operates under the umbrella of the Collaborative Plan for Pro Bono in the UK. University House serves as a physical base for the Clinic as well as a source of mentoring and supervision for volunteers and, importantly, a connection with the local community. This collaborative approach allows for sufficient resources to be made available to the full range of follow-up support and casework needed, including emergency and long-term assistance.

**Special Mention: UK Collaborative Plan for Pro Bono and Dentons Warsaw**

**North Kensington Law Centre and the survivors of the Grenfell Tower fire**

After the devastating fire that ripped through Grenfell Tower, a residential block in London, Rebecca Greenhalgh (Ashurst) and Felicity Kirk (Ropes & Gray) coordinated an immediate London-wide pro bono response to support the North Kensington Law Centre (a community advice organization based at the foot of the Tower) in its work to support residents affected by the tragedy, setting up advice services, clinics and support networks for those affected. Rebecca and Felicity coordinated with the Law Centre to ascertain where there was a need for assistance, what the most practical pro bono interventions could be, and how to access the most vulnerable. They then recruited a network of London lawyers from more than 30 law firms through the UK Collaborative Plan for Pro Bono to assist the Law Centre in its work with Grenfell survivors, including two lawyers from Allen & Overy who are now working to develop a long-term strategic response.

**Dentons Warsaw Office and individuals in freedom of speech cases**

Dentons represented five individuals facing criminal proceedings relating to their freedom of speech. These included two bloggers, a university professor, and a poet who altered the Polish national anthem in support of refugees. Dentons’ support of these individuals was covered by the Polish media and has created a discussion and a hope for greater involvement in pro bono among Polish firms. It has also sparked a crucial dialogue on the country’s media laws and freedom of expression in general. This work was part of a broader initiative by Dentons’ Warsaw office to establish a strategic litigation team in 2016, with the objective of providing pro bono legal advice in freedom of speech cases.
DLA Piper and PILnet are proud to present a new report

**THIS WAY**—Finding Community Legal Assistance in Hong Kong

[www.pilnet.org](http://www.pilnet.org)
What Is a Pro Bono Clearinghouse?

Pro bono clearinghouses broker free advice from legal professionals for nonprofit organizations in need of legal assistance.

What are the specific goals and principles of a clearinghouse?

- to improve access to justice
- to provide legal advice to all, regardless of race, religion, politics, background or creed
- to promote the rule of law and the use of law as a tool to achieve social justice
- to act independently of governments, funders, law firms, NGOs and other groups
- to raise awareness of pro bono work
- to educate people about the law and development

PILnet’s pro bono clearinghouses

PILnet’s pro bono clearinghouses work with independent nonprofit organizations to connect them to services through its global legal network. They do this by helping NGOs pinpoint their legal needs, and then match these requirements with pro bono lawyers. This expertise is not limited by jurisdiction or region, as PILnet’s clearinghouses can draw on a host of legal skills from all over the world.

What kind of pro bono support is available?

Pro bono support comes in many forms and usually takes place outside of the courtroom. Pro bono projects fall into four broad categories: legal advice and advocacy; legal research; legal analysis and drafting; and legal training. NGOs might require help with a project which combines some, or all of these elements.

How do PILnet’s pro bono clearinghouses work in practice?

In order to ensure the legitimacy of our listings, we begin by having one of our in-house legal officers screen each nonprofit’s credentials. Once approved, PILnet individually works with the nonprofit to help define its legal needs. This cooperation culminates in the creation of a matter, which is a short summary describing the NGO, the request and any other pertinent information, such as the jurisdiction and the timeframe. The matters are pooled into a monthly listing that goes out to all of the cooperating law firms.

Joining is easy. If firms or individual lawyers want to receive the list of pro bono opportunities, PILnet will simply add your email address to the distribution list. There is no membership or other fee required. The list is open to all lawyers and law firms who want to review opportunities.

For more information on clearinghouses, you are welcome to consult the online Pro Bono Clearinghouse Manual, developed by PILnet in collaboration with Advocates for International Development (A4ID): www.probonomanual.org.
PILnet Pro Bono Clearinghouses

PILnet Hong Kong Clearinghouse | Hong Kong
Leontine Chuang | hkprobono@pilnet.org | www.pilnet.org | 21/F Chun Wo Commercial Centre, 23–29 Wing Wo Street, Central, Hong Kong

PILnet Hungarian Clearinghouse | Hungary
Tamás Barabás | tbarabas@pilnet.org | www.pilnet.org | 43 Pozsonyi Street 6th Floor, 1137 Budapest, Hungary | Tel: (+36 1) 799 1414

PILnet Global Clearinghouse | Hungary
Lorna Kralik | lkralik@pilnet.org | www.pilnet.org | 43 Pozsonyi Street 6th Floor, 1137 Budapest, Hungary | Tel: (+36 1) 799 1415

PILnet Russian Clearinghouse | Russia
Dmitry Shabelnikov | dshabelnikov@pilnet.org | www.pilnet.org | Tel: (+7 905) 538 12 63

Partner Clearinghouses

Comisión de Trabajo Pro Bono e Interés Público | Argentina
Maria Delfina Balestra | coprobono@colabogados.org.ar | www.probono.org.ar | Montevideo 640 – Ciudad Autonoma de Bs. As. (C1019ABN), Buenos Aires, Argentina | Tel: (+54 15) 5486 6904

Australian Pro Bono Centre | Australia
A national center of expertise about pro bono that supports clearinghouses in Australia
John Corker | john.corker@probonocentre.org.au | www.nationalprobono.org.au | Level 1, The Law Building UNSW Sydney NSW 2052, Australia | Tel: (+61 2) 9385 7381 | Fax: (+61 2) 9385 7375

Justice Connect | Australia
Kate Fazio | kate.fazio@justiceconnect.org.au | www.justiceconnect.org.au | P.O. Box 16013, Melbourne VIC 8007, Australia | Tel: (+61 3) 8636 4405 | Fax: (+61 3) 8636 4455

JusticeNet SA | Australia
Tim Graham | admin@justicenet.org.au | www.justicenet.org.au | Ligertwood Building, North Terrace, University of Adelaide, Adelaide SA 5005, Australia | Tel: (+61 8) 8313 5005 | Fax: (+61 8) 8313 0223

LawRight (Formerly QPILCH) | Australia
Sue Garlick & Linda Macpherson | sue.garlick@lawright.org.au & linda.macpherson@lawright.org.au | www.lawright.org.au | P.O. Box 3631, South Brisbane QLD 4101, Australia | Tel: (+61 7) 3846 6317 | Fax: (+61 7) 3846 6311
University of Queensland (UQ) Pro Bono Centre | Australia
Monica Taylor | m.taylor@law.uq.edu.au | www.law.uq.edu.au/probono | University of Queensland, St Lucia QLD 4072, Australia | Tel: (+61 7) 3346 9351

The Good Lobby | Belgium
Alexandre Biard | alexandre@thegoodlobby.eu | www.thegoodlobby.eu/ | Maison des Associations Internationales, Rue de Washington 40, Brussels, Belgium | Tel: (+32 2) 640 1808

Instituto Pro Bono | Brazil
Marcos Fuchs | marcos@probono.org.br | www.institutoprobono.org.br | Rua Barao de Itapetininga, 93–5º andar, CEP 01042–908, Sao Paulo/SP, Brazil | Tel/Fax: (+55 11) 3884 7440

Fundación Pro Bono | Chile
Marcela Fajardo | mfajardo@probono.cl | www.probono.cl | Mariano Sanchez Fontecilla 370, Las Condes, Santiago de Chile, Chile | Tel: (+56 2) 2381 5660

Zhicheng Public Interest Lawyers | China
He Guoke | heguokeo210@foxmail.com | www.zcpi.org | No. 198 Fengtaiukou Dongli, Fengtai District, Beijing 100161, China | Tel: (+86 10) 8382 1031 / Ext. 2127

Fundación ProBono Colombia | Colombia
Laura Bermúdez | coordinacion@probono.org.co | www.probono.org.co | Calle 90 No. 11º–34, Oficina 409, 110221 Bogotá, Colombia | Tel: (+571) 656 0451, (+571) 530 8563

Pro Bono Alliance | Czech Republic
Veronika Ježková | vjezkova@probonoaliance.cz | www.probonoaliance.cz, www.probonocentrum.cz | Londynska 31, 120 00 Prague 2, Czech Republic | Tel: (+420 774) 887 792

Alliance des Avocats pour les Droits de l’Homme | France
Noanne Tenneson | allianceadh@gmail.com | www.aadh.fr | Maison du Barreau, 2 rue de Harlay, 75001 Paris, France | Tel: (+33 0) 6 8017 7483

i-Probono | India
Swathi Sukumar | swathi.sukumar@i-probono.com | www.i-probono.com | C-15, Lower Ground Floor, Nizamuddin East, New Delhi 110 013, India | Tel: (+91) 114 601 0611

Lembaga Bantuan Hukum Jakarta (Jakarta Legal Aid Institute) | Indonesia
Alghiffari Aqsa | alghif@bantuanhukum.or.id | www.bantuanhukum.or.id | Jl. Diponegoro No. 74, Jakarta, Indonesia 10320 | Tel: (+62) 021 314 5518 | Fax: (+62) 021 391 2377

Social Corporate Law Society [Socolas] | Indonesia
Gita Syahrani | socolasid@gmail.com | www.facebook.com/socolasindonesia | Jl. Rajawali No. 28, Cinere Estate Blok F, Depok, Indonesia | Tel: (+62) 818 020 000 25

FLAC Public Interest Law Alliance | Ireland
Rachel Power | rachel.power@flac.ie | www.pila.ie | 13 Lower Dorset Street, Dublin 1, Ireland | Tel: (+353 1) 872 8048, 874 5690 | Fax: (+353 1) 874 5320
CILD Coalizione Italiana Libertà e Diritti Civili | Italy
Corallina Lopez Curzi | legal@cild.eu, corallina@cild.eu | cild.eu | Via Monti di Pietralata, 16, 00157 Rome, Italy | Tel: (+39) 06 450 6850

CSVnet Associazione Nazionale dei Centri di Servizio per il Volontariato | Italy
Elena Casini | cordinamento@csvnet.it | www.csvnet.it | Via del Corso 267, 00186 Rome, Italy | Tel: (+39) 06 8880 2909, (+39) 06 8880 2915 | Fax: (+39) 06 8880 2910

Centro Mexicano Pro Bono | Mexico
Ivette Montero | imontero@probono.mx | www.probono.mx | Medellin 104–202, Roma Norte CDMX, 06700, Mexico | Tel: (+52 55) 7827 0322

Red Pro Bono | Mexico
Mariana Vázquez del Mercado | mvazquez@appleseedmexico.org | www.appleseedmexico.org | Fundación Appleseed, Nicolás San Juan 430A, Narvarte Poniente, Benito Juárez, Mexico City 03020, Mexico | Tel: (+52 55) 6273 2648

Pro Bono Connect | Netherlands
Lara Talsma | info@probonoconnect.nl | www.probonoconnect.nl | De Wittenstraat 25 1052 AK Amsterdam, Netherlands | Tel: (+31) 20 240 2956

Justice Research Institute | Nigeria
Morayo Adebayo | morayo.adebayo@justiceresearchinstitute.org | www.justiceresearchinstitute.org | 16 Ademola Street Off Awolowo Road, South West Ikoyi, Lagos, Nigeria | Tel: (+234) 1 342 2511

Lagos Public Interest Law Partnership | Nigeria
Funmi Owuye | funmiowuye@gmail.com | www.lagosministryofjustice.gov.ng | Lagos State Ministry of Justice, Block 2, The Secretariat, Alausa, Ikeja, Lagos, Nigeria | Tel: (+234) 271 7544

The Public Interest Litigation Support (PILS) Project | Northern Ireland
David Hawkins | david@pilsni.org | www.pilsni.org | Community House, City Link Business Park, 6A Albert Street, Belfast BT12 4HQ, Northern Ireland | Tel: (+44 028) 9099 4258

Programa Abogacía Pro Bono del Centro Interdisciplinario de Derecho Social y Economía Política de la Universidad Católica de Asunción (CIDSEP UC) | Paraguay
Mónica M. C. Cáceres La Serna | mmc@uc.edu.py | www.cidsep.org.py; web.facebook.com/cidsepUC/ | Alberdi 855 – planta alta – Asunción, Paraguay | Tel: (+595) 21 445 429

International Pro Bono Alliance | Philippines
Purificacion Bernabe or Arni Topico | pingkibart@yahoo.com, arnitopico@gmail.com | www.facebook.com/iprobonoalliance | 3rd Floor Hiyas Bank Building, Malolos, Bulacan, the Phillipines | Tel: (+63) 44 305 3138

Centrum Pro Bono | Poland
Anna Wlodarczyk | biuro@centrumprobono.pl | www.centrumprobono.pl | ul. Szpitalna 5 lok. 5, 00-032 Warszawa, Poland | Tel: (+48) 572 440 150
Pro Bono Portugal | Portugal
Teresa Morais Leitao | direitoprobono@gmail.com | probono.org.pt | Rua D. Joao V, n. 19 – 2 dto | Tel: (+351) 9173 03900

ACTEDO Equality and Human Rights Action Centre | Romania
Adela Dumbravan | info@actedo.org | www.actedo.org | Calea Dorobantilor, nr. 15, ap. 3, Cluj-Napoca, Romania | Tel: (+40) 744 346 365

Civil Society Development Foundation | Romania
Simona Constantinescu | simona.constantinescu@fdsc.ro | www.fdsc.ro | Nerva Traian Blvd., no. 21, sector 3, Bucharest, Romania | Tel: (+40 21) 310 0181 | Fax: (+40 21) 310 0180

Pro Bono Services Office, The Law Society of Singapore | Singapore
Tanguy Lim | tanguy@lawsoc.org.sg | probono.lawsociety.org.sg | 50 Market Street, #10–04, Golden Shoe Car Park, Singapore 048940 | Tel: (+65) 6536 0650 | Fax: (+65) 6536 1795

Pontis Foundation/Nadácia Pontis | Slovak Republic
Barbora Palesova | barbora.palesova@nadaciapontis.sk | www.pontisfoundation.sk | Zelinárská 2, 821 08 Bratislava, Slovak Republic | Tel: (+421) 918 595 909 | Fax: (+421 2) 5710 8125

ProBono.Org | South Africa
Erica Emdon | erica@probono.org.za | www.probono.org.za | 1st Floor West Wing, Women’s Jail, Constitution Hill, 1 Kotze Street, Braamfontein, Johannesburg, South Africa | Tel: (+27 11) 339 6080 | Fax: (+27 11) 339 6077

Gonggam Human Rights Law Foundation | South Korea
Pillkyu Hwang | hopenvision@naver.com | www.kpil.org | 13F, 29-6, Changdeokgunggil, Jongro, Seoul 110–280, Republic of Korea | Tel: (+82) 2 3675 7740 | Fax: (+82) 2 3675 7742

Centro de Responsabilidad Social de la Abogacia | Spain
Ruth De Miguel | rdmiguel@icam.es | www.crsa.icam.es | C/Serrano 9–3ºplanta, 28001 Madrid, Spain | Tel: (+34 91) 788 9380 (ext. 1930)

Fundación Fernando Pombo | Spain
Ana Higuera | ahiguera@fundacionpombo.org | www.fundacionpombo.org | Paseo de la Castellana, 216, 28046 Madrid, Spain | Tel: (+34 91) 582 9496

Hazloposible Foundation | Spain
Marta Reina | marta.reina@hazloposible.org | hazloposible.org, probonos.net/ | 47 Molina, 28029 Madrid, Spain | Tel: (+34 91) 553 4547

Istanbul Bilgi University Pro Bono Clearinghouse | Turkey
Idil Elveris | idile@bilgi.edu.tr | www.bilgi.edu.tr | Eski Silahtaraga Elektrik Santrali, Kazim Karabekir Cad. No. 2/13, 34060 Eyup-Istanbul, Turkey | Tel: (+90 212) 3115 137

Advocates for International Development (A4ID) | U.K.
Yasmin Batliwala | yasmin.batliwala@a4id.org | www.a4id.org | 49–51 East Road, London N1 6AH, U.K. | Tel: (+44 020) 7250 8356
**International Senior Lawyers Project | U.K.**
Susan Hazledine | shazledine@islp.org | www.islp.org | 56–64 Leonard Street, London EC2A 4LT, U.K. | Tel: (+44 20) 70065 0908

**i-Probono | U.K.**
Shireen Irani | shireen.irani@i-probono.com | www.i-probono.com | 235 Vine Street, London EC3N 2PX, U.K. | Tel: (+44 207) 861 6728

**National Pro Bono Centre | U.K.**

- **Bar Pro Bono Unit**
  Jess Campbell | jcampbell@barprobono.org.uk | www.barprobono.org.uk | 48 Chancery Lane, London WC2A 1JF, U.K. | Tel: (+44 020) 7092 3960

- **LawWorks**
  Nazish Bhaiwala | nazish.bhaiwala@lawworks.org.uk | www.lawworks.org.uk | 48 Chancery Lane, London WC2A 1JF, U.K. | Tel: (+44 020) 7092 3940

**TrustLaw Connect, Thomson Reuters Foundation | U.K.**
Serena Grant | serena.grant@thomsonreuters.com | www.trust.org/trustlaw | 30 South Colonnade, London E14 5EP, U.K. | Tel: (+44 020) 7542 024

**Ukrainian Legal Aid Foundation | Ukraine**
Mykola Sioma | sioma@ulaf.org.ua | pro-bono.in.ua, ulaf.org.ua | 2 Rybalska Street, Office 105, Kyiv 01011, Ukraine | Tel: (+380) 44 280 6740

**Cyrus R. Vance Center for International Justice | U.S.A.**
Alexander Papachristou | vance@nycbar.org | www2.nycbar.org/vancecenter | New York City Bar, 42 West 44th Street, New York, NY 10036-6689, U.S.A. | Tel: (+1 212) 382 6680

**Fundación Pro Bono Venezuela, ProVene | Venezuela**
Gerardo Bello Aurrecoechea | gbello@alfa.net.ve | www.provene.org | Avenida Francisco de Miranda, Primera Avenida de Los Palos Grandes, Edificio Cavendes, Piso 8., Oficina 806, Chacao, Caracas 1060, Venezuela | Tel: (+58 212) 324 5406
Social Responsibility &
White & Case

White & Case is proud to support PILnet and its Global Forum

Our global presence gives us not only an opportunity but also a responsibility to provide legal counsel and assistance to the communities in which we do business. Through our Social Responsibility Initiative, we look for ways to apply our experience to the challenges faced by the global community.

whitecase.com/social
Dentons. In and of the community.

Dentons is proud to support PILnet’s 2017 Global Forum and promote access to justice around the globe.

Dentons. Now the world’s largest global elite law firm.*

dentons.com

© 2017 Dentons. Dentons is a global legal practice providing client services worldwide through its member firms and affiliates. Please see dentons.com for Legal Notices.

Which One of These People Needs a Good Lawyer?

The Jones Day Foundation recognizes the value of PILnet: The Global Network for Public Interest Law and applauds PILnet’s commitment to furthering the rule of law around the world in an effort to advance civil rights, civil liberties, women’s rights, and environmental protection. PILnet’s work towards these goals, as well as its advocacy against poverty, is commendable.
PILnet plays a key role in bringing together the corporate and civil sectors to promote access to justice.

*We are proud to work with them to make this a reality.*
DLA Piper is proud to support PILnet’s 2017 Global Forum

www.dlapiper.com
Latham & Watkins proudly supports PILnet and its mission to develop rule of law around the world in order to deliver justice and protect human rights.
Orrick is pleased to support PILnet’s 2017 Global Forum

We applaud your tremendous contributions to building support for pro bono across the continent.
Reed Smith is a global relationship law firm with more that 1,700 lawyers in 27 offices throughout Europe, the Middle East, Asia and the United States.

Reed Smith is a proud charter signatory to the Pro Bono Institute’s Law Firm Pro Bono Challenge, devoting more than three percent of our billable time to pro bono work. We are also a founding member of Advocates for International Development and the collaborative plan for pro bono in the UK, as well as a signatory to the United Kingdom Joint Protocol for Pro Bono Work.

In 2016 we did over 80,000 hours of pro bono work. If those hours were billed at our normal rates the value would be more than US $40 million. 984 lawyers across our offices took part in pro bono.
We are proud to support the 2017 PILnet Global Forum in bringing together supporters to engage and collaborate to address critical issues of social justice.

Akin Gump
STRAUSS HAUER & FELD LLP
akingump.com

Dechert is a proud sponsor of PILnet’s 2017 Global Forum

A global law firm focused on sectors with the greatest complexities and highest regulatory demands, Dechert delivers practical commercial insight and deep legal expertise to our clients’ most important matters. dechert.com

© 2017 Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld LLP. Attorney Advertising.
Paul Hastings is a proud supporter of the PILnet Global Pro Bono Forum

Paul Hastings is a leading global law firm with a strong presence throughout Asia, Europe, Latin America, and the United States.

We are proud to support PILnet:
The Global Network for Public Interest Law
A collective commitment to serving the community.

McDermott is proud to support PILnet in its mission to stimulate public interest advocacy and make formal systems of justice more accessible. We are pleased to support the 2017 PILnet Global Forum.

www.mwe.com |  Facebook  LinkedIn  Twitter

McDermott Will & Emery conducts its practice through separate legal entities in each of the countries where it has offices. This communication may be considered attorney advertising. Prior results are not a guarantee of future outcomes.

Morgan Lewis

WE PROUDLY SUPPORT PILnet and its work to ensure access to justice throughout the world.

©2015 Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP
WHAT WE DO

TrustLaw is the Thomson Reuters Foundation’s global pro bono legal programme.

We connect the world’s leading legal teams with high-impact NGOs and social enterprises working to create social change.

We help produce groundbreaking legal research and offer innovative training courses worldwide.

WHY TRUSTLAW

Our free legal service enables NGOs and social enterprises to streamline operations, expand into new countries and scale their impact. This allows them to focus on their mission without spending valuable resources on their legal needs.

Our research programmes are powerful advocacy tools that help our members achieve legal and policy reforms and improve the rule of law.

CONTACT US

trustlaw@thomsonreuters.com

trustlaw.trust.org

Tsar & Tsai Law Firm is proud to support

PILnet’s 2017 Global Forum

Tsar & Tsai Law Firm is a full-services law firm providing legal services covering all aspects of international and domestic business transactions as well as dispute resolution.
We are not inventing for invention’s sake – we are on a quest to cure – and to have an impact on countless people’s lives worldwide.

MSD is inventing because the world still needs cures for cancer, Alzheimer’s disease, HIV, and so many other causes of widespread suffering in people and animals.

We are taking on the world’s most challenging diseases to help people go on, unburdened, to experience, create and live their best lives.

MSD.

Inventing for Life.

AT MSD, WE ARE INVENTING FOR LIFE.

To explore our commitment to invention, visit www.msd.com and connect with us on Twitter.